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This membership is about you and only you

This means that, even if we offer guidance, you

are the only one who can decide what is right for

yourself.

Take this guide as a support that you can

adapt in many ways to fit perfectly with

yourself.

If you want to skip a section, don't feel guilty

for missing something out.

The important thing here is to connect with

your inner voice, to learn how to listen to it

and to build a routine around it.

The moon cycle is an indicator that helps us

manage our rhythm between action and

nurturing. But the key indicator is what you

feel.

Don't forget that if you need, you have a

private community on facebook that is here to

help you.

I wish you a beautiful moment with your

sweet self.

Yoga illustrators.
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January
Get inspired with our monthly art. 



RELEASE
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January

SLOW DOWN

I plant my

dreams in the

soil of this new

beginning

1
waning crescent

BREATHE

2

SELF-LOVE

new moon

TRUST

4

MANIFEST

waxing 
crescent

ADJUST

REFRAME

11
SHOW UP

DON'T GIVE UP

17

NOURISH

YOURSELF

19

BLOSSOM

25
last quarter

9
first quarter

waxing 
gibbous

REVIEW

full moon

waning 
gibbous



VENUS DIRECT IN
CAPRICORN
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Major cosmic
events

02NEW MOON IN
CAPRICORN

02 MERCURY ENTERS
AQUARIUS

17 FULL MOON IN CANCER

19SUN ENTERS  AQUARIUS

24MARS ENTERS CAPRICORN

29

14 MERCURY RETROGRADE IN 
AQUARIUS

25 MERCURY RETROGRADE ENTERS
CAPRICORN

1 VENUS RETROGRADE IN
CAPRICORN
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And showing up for yourself is the most

loving thing to provide to the Self. 

This brand new January is here to ease us

into the version of ourselves we want to be-

if we grasp the opp. Remember, around

80% of people fail to live up to those

Resolutions! 

Let's break the mold, show up for ourselves

and attain our dreams. Our January

astrological events is the perfect time to

ease into our new chapters, setting the

foundation to be "that" person we all strive

to be. 

January 1st brings in our first retrograde of

the year! Oh joy! None to worry though.

Venus retrogrades in Capricorn bringing in

romance and self love. This would be the

time to find a new self care ritual & since

Capricorn like to bring in the fun, the New

Years festivities might stick around a few

days longer. Take full advantage!

On Jan 2nd, we have our first new moon of

2022! This New Moon is important because 

 it aligns with the Sun in the sign of

Capricorn. 

This lunation symbolizes a new beginning.

Where the Sagittarius New Moon marks an

ending of the cycle,  the Capricorn New

Moon marks the beginning of the cycle (or

in this case year). 

Monthly insight
Breathe in the future, breathe out

the past. 

Welcome to 2022 Moon Yogi! We are

starting this year off running. We have

shed that old 2021 skin and are stepping

into the light with our new skin unsure of

how to move forward. Is this skin

metaphor creepy?  We've talked the talk

but now we have to walk the walk.  

All those New Years wishes and ambitions

are no longer just ideas and wishful

notions. Now we have to take the first, and

sometimes the scariest, step  and actually

take action.  If our yoga flows are any

indication, rolling out our mat is the action

of showing up for ourselves. 
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We also have another transit on the 2nd.

Mercury enters Aquarius and for us

humans that means if we have been

unsure of the future to embrace it.

Accept the new. 

Chaturanga over to Jan 14 and we will

have a Mercury retrograde in Aquarius. If

we haven't started manifesting, we will

feel a restlessness. Grounding and

patience will be offered up within

ourselves so we should take advantage.

The 17th will provide us with our first

Full Moon on the year; a Full Moon in

Cancer.  

We can expect this transit to stir up

deep intuition and emotional work. Feel

all the feels, let it flow, then let it go. 

 Make use of any creative inspiration

from this transit. 

On the 19th, our life giving Sun enters

Aquarius season.  The  Water Bearer, a

common misconception that this zodiac

sign is represented by water is actually

represented by the element air. 

The symbol refers to the carrying or

bearing of water and is a representation

of how Aquarians can carry the

emotions of others and not be

influenced by them.  

It also represents their  quest for truth. 

On Jan 24, Mars will enter the zodiac

sign Capricorn. Our desires and

emotions become so intense we feel

driven. Make plans and take action on

your dreams!

On the 25th, we have our third and final

retrograde of the month. Remember,

these retrogrades affect us long term

and our manifestations should season

within a few months. 

Old issues might resurface in pursuit of

our goals and long term plans. Review

old goals that might benefit from a

second chance or a revision. 

Venus direct in Capricorn is our last

transit for the month. We can expect

road blocks in love to clear. We get the

Celestial go ahead in love romance and

interpersonal relationships. 

In December we creative a mental mold

of the person we wanted to be. We've

thought and tinkered goals to fit

personal success. 

January will be the month we physically

show up for ourselves. Wishing for

change is only half the fun. Now we

must take action. 

Action doesn't have to be a big gesture

though, sometimes showing up is the

action, the end result.  
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My notes

January Tarot Reading
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Regarding 2021, is there any thought or belief that does not
serve you anymore? Describe it.

Your month ahead

How can you show up with confidence this month?
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How would you describe the energy that January is calling you
to embody?

In which areas of your life do you need to take actions to make
it possible?

Bringing it all together, what are your intentions and goals for
January?
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Write down ONE big goal in your personal life and ONE big
goal in your professional life. We will follow the principles of

SMART goals to make them achievable.

Plan your goals

HOW WILL YOU
MEASURE IT

LIST THE 
ACTIONS NEEDED DEADLINEGOALS: BE SPECIFIC &

REALISTIC

S
SPECIFIC

M
MEASURABLE

A
ACTION-ORIENTED

R
REALISTIC

T
TIME-BASED
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Plan your month according to the moon phases.

January Moon Phases

W A N I N G  C R E S C E N T

Practice self-care & trust to receive abundance

W A N I N G  C R E S C E N T

Practice self-care & trust to receive abundance
1

N E W  M O O N

Take some time by yourself and set your intentions
2
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W A N I N G  C R E S C E N T

Practice self-care & trust to receive abundance

W A X I N G  C R E S C E N T

Practice self-care & trust to receive abundance
4

W A X I N G  G I B B O U S

Review and check everything off your to-do list 
11
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W A N I N G  C R E S C E N T

Practice self-care & trust to receive abundance

F U L L  M O O N

Connect with your emotions & release the tensions
17

W A N I N G  G I B B O U S

Release your energy and connect with your soul
19


